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Abstract. Automatic object detection in megapixel images is quite
inaccurate and a time and memory expensive task, even with feature
detectors and descriptors like SIFT, SURF, ORB, and KAZE. In this
paper we propose an interactive feature growing process, which draws
on the efficiency of the users’ visual system. The performance of the
visual system in search tasks is not affected by the pixel density, so the
users’ gazes are used to boost feature extraction for object detection.

Experimental tests of the interactive feature growing process show an
increase of processing speed by 50 % for object detection in 20 megapixel
scenes at an object detection rate of 95 %. Based on this method, we dis-
cuss the prospects of interactive features, possible use cases and further
developments.

Keywords: Feature growing · Interactive object detection · Eye track-
ing · Multivariate detectors

1 Introduction

In available datasets [7,8,14,25] the resolution of images for e.g. feature and
interest point detection are mostly way below common camera resolution
between 5 and 20 megapixel (mp). Nevertheless, feature detection and descrip-
tion are usually key components in modern computer vision application like
3D reconstruction [18,19], object recognition, as well as scene awareness [16,17]
and understanding [22]. One common way to start bottom-up analysis of still
images is to apply feature detectors, such as SIFT [9], SURF [3], ORB [15], and
KAZE [2]. For video data, these techniques have been extended with time as an
additional dimension, cf. 3D SIFT [20].

In this paper, we propose to extend available feature detectors and descriptors
by integrating multimodal information generated by user interaction. We expect
that interactive feature detectors and descriptors yield a minimum of feature
points while maximizing information content and robustness. Further, down-
sampling of images will be avoided and computation time reduced. To get an
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idea of the potential of interactive features, we perform object detection in scenes
of 19.9 mp (5152 × 3864) resolution. For highlighting the need of high scene
resolution, our data set consists of both very small and very large objects within
various scenes. Starting with a brief overview of used features, we benchmark the
detection rate and processing time of SURF, SIFT, ORB, and KAZE features
in Sect. 3. Based on the detector with the best detection rate, the interactive
feature growing process is introduced in Sect. 4. This guided process uses the
effectiveness of the human vision system in search tasks. In experimental tests,
we are able show that processing time is halved and detection rate even slightly
increases. Finally, we discuss possible applications, improvements and further
work.
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Fig. 1. Automatic and interactive object detection process—red blocks: processing time
critical path of automatic feature detection and description process, especially, if high
resolution scene images are used; green blocks: proposed interactive feature growing
using, e.g., users’ gaze information. By this additional information generated by user
interaction, the number of feature points is reduced. (Color figure online)
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2 State of the Art

In the following, we briefly summarize the feature processing stages and four
common feature detection and description methods, that we used in our exper-
iments.

Object recognition based on local features usually follows three processing
stages [21, Chap. 4]:

• detection—identify the location of features,
• description—calculate a quantitative description of every feature,
• matching—find a best match between feature sets of different images,

cf. yellow and red blocks of Fig. 1.

In order to integrate the user information into the whole process, one has to
start at the detection level already. From there on, any classical combination of
detection and description can be used.

Lowe [9] proposed the Scale-invariant Feature Transform (SIFT ). Its basic
idea is to detect features as scale-space extrema in a pyramid of difference-of-
Gaussian (DoG) filtered versions of the image. The DoG pyramid corresponds
to a fast approximation for a Laplacian of Gaussian pyramid, which can be used
effectively to detect corners in images. The descriptor algorithm incorporates
local image gradients in a neighborhood around the keypoint into 4×4 orientation
histograms with 8 orientation bins, leading to a 4 × 4 × 8 = 128 dimensional
descriptor. By using the scale space and gradient information, SIFT becomes
invariant to image scaling and rotation. It is still one of the slowest algorithms
for feature detection and description, mostly because the calculation of the DoG
pyramid takes much time [13].
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF ) is another feature proposed by Bay et al. [3].
It also detects features as extrema in scale-space, but uses a fast approximation
of the Hessian matrix, which is computed on integral images. For description,
the responses of Haar-wavelets are recorded and quantized into 64 dimensions.
The SURF algorithm needs roughly one third of the time of SIFT [3] with com-
parable detection performance. Still, both methods can only deal with linear
illumination changes [13] and are therefore not completely invariant to photo-
metric transformations.

Another robust feature is the Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF [15]
(ORB), which combines two existing approaches. It employs the FAST detector,
which detects points with an intensity difference between the center pixel and
surrounding pixels greater than a predefined threshold. For ORB, this technique
is applied on multiple levels of a scale pyramid. An orientation measure is added,
which is lacking in FAST. The descriptor works with an orientation invariant
extension of the BRIEF descriptor, which uses binary tests between pixels in
an image patch. In principle, the ORB algorithm is not as robust as SIFT or
SURF, but orders of magnitude faster, making it very useful for real-time appli-
cations [13].

The most recent method considered here is KAZE [2]. The fundamental dif-
ference to the previous ones is the computation of a nonlinear scale-space by
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diffusion filtering. Here, feature points are detected with Hessian matrices as
well. The description is performed with the M-SURF descriptor, which is simi-
lar to SURF, but is adapted to the nonlinear scale space. KAZE does not offer
much speedup and resides somewhere between SIFT and SURF in terms of com-
putation time, but is more accurate even under non-linear transformations [2].

3 Feature Detectors and Descriptors

Due to the lack of available high-resolution image sets, that contain scenes with
both small and large objects, we created our own data set for the evaluation of
feature detectors and descriptors.

As shown in Fig. 2, it consists of four scenes—19.9 mp each— and nine objects
with a large variation in resolution, scale and orientation. To provide an unbiased
benchmark of the detection rate, the OpenCV implementation of SIFT, SURF,
ORB and KAZE were used with their predefined parameters. Special boosted
implementations have been deliberately left out. With all aforementioned fea-
tures, an automatic object detection system corresponding to the yellow and red
process blocks of Fig. 1 has been implemented. The feature matching between
object and scene is done by a Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors
(FLANN ) [11] based matcher, followed by an outlier filter. Finally, the homog-
raphy of the object in the scene is calculated and the resulting image is saved.

The random initialization of the algorithms has a minor effect on detecting
the object. To reduce this effect, all twelve scene-object detection tasks1 were
repeated ten times.

As shown later in Fig. 3(a), the performance of KAZE is significantly better
than SIFT, SURF and ORB. This result reflects the findings of Alcantarilla
et al. [2]. Despite its nonlinear scale space, KAZE is computationally expensive,
as shown later in Fig. 3(b). Nevertheless, because of its detection performance
and its higher number of found corresponding features, KAZE is used for the
implementation of our interactive feature growing process.

4 Interactive Feature Growing

The main idea of interactive feature growing is to detect and describe features,
based on users gazes, during an object search task. Thus, a new time variant
dimension—the users’ gaze—is considered for the feature calculation, such that
the information of the image is enriched by user interaction. Owing the fast
response time of subjects in visual search tasks [6,24], our hypothesis is that
users’ gaze fixations on certain pixels contain information for boosting object
detection. In consequence, an error-free object detection with a minimum of user
keyboard and mouse interaction, as demonstrated in the supplemental video, can
be realized.

1 detect objects (e)-(h) in scene (a); detect objects (e),(g),(h) in scene (b); detect
objects (i),(j) in scene (c); detect objects (k)-(m) in scene (d); cf. Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Data set for scene-object detection tasks (See footnote 1) comprising four scene
(a) to (d) each at a resolution of 5152 × 3864 pixel (19.9 mp) and nine object (e) to
(m) in various resolution, scale and orientation

4.1 Process

To realize a first simple, temporal invariant implementation of interactive feature
growing, we redesigned the normal automatic object detection process (Fig. 1,
left hand side). Therefore, the path which is time critical for high resolution (red
blocks) has been substituted by an interactive path (green blocks).

As a preprocessing step, the whole image is divided into a grid of small
patches. In the current implementation, a simple rectangular grid is used, but
meaningful image segmentation methods [4,5] could also be helpful. When the
user interacts with a grid cell, the features in this cell are detected and described.
The processing of image parts continues until the user finds the object in the
scene. Then, the interactive process turns back to the automatic process and
matches the features.

Additionally, after displaying the result, the user can directly decide whether
the result is correct. Otherwise, the interactive process can be repeated.

4.2 User Interface

Considering user capacity for processing information [10], the user interface (UI)
displays a maximum of five elements. Once the application is started, only a
fixation element and a separator is displayed. All operating system elements
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are also hidden. As soon as the user presses the “start/found object” key, the
scene is shown at the position of the fixation element. The object of interest
for the detection task is displayed on the upper left. To provide the important
instantaneous feedback in about a tenth of a second [12, Chap. 5], processed
image parts are grayed out. The users’ gaze point is visualized at all times
during interactive key point growing. If the object of interest is found by the
user, she/he presses the “start/found object” key again. After a brief processing
time, the user can evaluate the result and is able to redo the current scene if
the matching failed. A demonstration video of the UI is available within the
supplemental material of this paper2.

4.3 Implementation

The coding for the prototype and benchmark software was in C++ with QT 5.3,
OpenCV 3.0.0 and Tobii EyeX SDK 1.6 as third-party components. To achieve
a fast responding UI, the QT framework in conjunction with OpenCV is used.
On this basis, a low cost eye-tracking device, Tobii EyeX [23], is implemented
as singleton to capture the pixel at which the user is looking. To avoid blocking
process elements within the UI and gaze capturing, the KAZE feature detection
and description is encapsulated as an independent thread. This design facilitates
a continuous sampling of gaze data, such that the feature growing works even
for very small eye movements.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In order to test our hypothesis and evaluating the interactive approach, the
following tests were designed and performed.

5.1 Setup

As described in Sect. 3, the automatic tests are done with twelve randomized
scene-object detection tasks, which were repeated ten times. Based on this pro-
cedure, the evaluation of the interactive feature growing was done with ten
untrained subjects, using the randomized scene-object detection tasks. Taking
a possible learning curve of the untrained subjects into account, the results in
Fig. 3, and in the supplementary material contain the measurements with and
without (marked with †) the first of twelve tasks.

To embed the human visual system in a natural manner, an eye-tracking
device is used for machine interaction. This device requires calibration for every
subject. After the calibration with the Tobii tool, the subject performs the
searching task using our implementation of interactive feature growing. The sub-
jects were told to look at the object and find it in the scene as fast as possible.
When they think they found it, they should press the “start/found object” key.

2 see also https://ikw.uos.de/%7Ecv/publications/EPIC16.

https://ikw.uos.de/%7Ecv/publications/EPIC16
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Fig. 3. Average results over all twelve scene-object detection tasks (See footnote 1). †
first task of each subject is excluded with respect to the learning curve.

If the object was not detected correctly in a scene, the subject was able to repeat
this scene three times. In this case, the final reported processing time is the sum
over all retrials. A chinrest was used during the calibration and performing phase
to minimize errors due to head movements of the untrained subjects.

The processing time, in the automatic, as well as in the in interactive case,
is defined as difference between the stopping tend and starting point tstart, cf.
Fig. 1. All tests were performed on the same Intel i7-3770 computer with 24 GB
RAM.

5.2 Results

Interactive feature growing outperforms even the best automatic methods KAZE
with respect to the detection rate, see Fig. 3(a). On average, it has halved the
processing time of KAZE to a time comparable with SIFT, cf. Fig. 3(b). For
specific object-scene combinations, our interactive feature growing process is
29%–69% faster than KAZE with a slightly better detection rate. The detailed
results and statistics of each scene object combination are presented in a sup-
plementary pdf document.

In two object-scene combinations users were not able to get the algorithm to
identify the right location, even after three retries. These object-scene combina-
tions are illustrated in Fig. 4 – cf. detailed results Figs. 6 and 7 in supplementary
document.

6 Discussion

On average, interactive feature growing outperforms the automatic versions of
feature detection algorithms with respect to the detection rate. However, some
cases are problematic, cf. Fig. 4. By looking at these cases more closely, we
recognize that users only fixate their gazes on a small specific area of the object
within the scene and do not cover the complete object with their gazes. As
consequence, the number of features and descriptors were not sufficient to detect
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Fig. 4. Examples where the matching rate of interactive scene-object detection is below
automatic approaches. This effect is caused by the rectangular processing grid.

the object in the scene. In addition, the fragmentation of the object through
the grid resulted in even less features in the areas of the grid-lines. In further
tests, we were able to reduce this effect by parameterization of the rectangular
processing grid. Still, in order to avoid the problem even better, one should apply
superpixels or segmentation based processing grids instead. Thus looking at one
part of an object would lead to features being computed over the whole area of
the object.

Another major point of discussion is why we omitted scaling down the scenes
by some factor. Downscaling images until the task is just possible for humans,
like it is common for image classification using deep convolutional neural net-
works, will reduce the processing time of the scene (Fig. 1, red blocks) drastically.
But the varying size and resolution of the objects makes it almost impossible
to define a scaling factor for the scenes, which works over the whole scene-
object detection task. Scaling the images down too much would lead to drasti-
cally reduced detection rate for small objects. This behavior might also be an
explanation on why SIFT does show such a low detection rate for objects with
low resolution, like object 2(f), (h), (i), and (k).

Every interactive approach needs a user as operator over the complete
processing time, which leads to the issue of use cases for such an expensive
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method. A potential use case is the creation of accurate ground truth annota-
tions, which are essential in a large number e.g. for training of deep neuronal
networks or of classifier ensembles. Currently, many of these ground truth data
sets were created manually or operators review the results of automatic anno-
tations to filter out incorrect data. Another use case can be found in situation
where a user already exists, e.g. in research with driver assistance systems. Inter-
active feature growing could on the one hand boost detection of objects in front
of the car, e.g. street signs. On the other hand it could support evaluation of
driver behavior, e.g. in assessing if the driver missed some important signs or
was distracted by other objects.

Regarding our hypothesis—that users’ gaze fixations on certain pixels con-
tains information for boosting object detection—we show in the results, that
interactive identification of features can significantly improve the detection rate.
By incorporating additional gaze features, like saccades, smooth pursuit, or total
time spend on a certain pixel, we assume that interactive feature growing could
be improved further. This leads to a more selective identification of features. In
the end new feature descriptors using users’ gazes could increase the detection
rate of interactive feature growing to 100 %.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, an interactive feature growing process has been presented. With a
still naive and not yet optimized prototype of this novel method, the processing
time for applying computationally expensive features on high quality images
(20 mp) can be drastically reduced. In contrast to automatic methods, only the
necessary areas of an image were processed. The decision, which parts of an image
are necessary for e.g. a search task, is made by users’ conscious and unconscious
experiences in visual searching tasks. To support object detection, she/he uses
her/his experiences of the real world, which include conceptual knowledge like
“a pen is commonly placed on a table”.

As further work, we plan to combine interactive feature growing with the
FREAK [1] feature descriptor to get a fully bio-inspired system for scene under-
standing in high resolution images. Further, we want to investigate the impact of
different image partition grids and temporal interaction of the user to describe
completely new feature types. In addition to still images, the implementation of
interactive feature growing for high definition video data is planned to improve
our semi-automatic ground truth annotation iSeg [16,17].
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